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PURPOSE OF MEMORANDUM 
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This technical memorandum (memo)_ supplements the Balboa Reservoir Draft Subsequent 

Environmental Impact Report {DSEIR) Section ~.B, Transportation an El Cirrnlation anEl the Response 

to Comments Section q,c, Transportation anEl Circulation . Specifically, this memo identifies and 

analyzes existing sources of transit delay to the 29 

Sunset, [K/-T K Ingleside/I Third~lnglesiEle~ and 43 fv1asonic fv1uni lines in the j3alboa R.eservoir um 

0 
.•. 

project study area, and then recommends the feasibility anEl effect of offsite capital improvements_!Q 

reduce transit travel times anEl relates them to transit tra\<el times . The results of this analysis further 

refine and inform Balboa Reservoir Draft Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (DSEIR)'sJlllitigation 

Measure M-C-TR-4. Monitor Cumulative Transit Travel Times and Implement Measures To Reduce 

Transit Delay. The imriro•1ements iElentifieEl co1o1IEI be imrilementeEl as riart of Prajeet Mitigatian 

Meas1ue M CTR 4: Manitar C1o1rn1o1lati·1e Transit Tra·;el Times and IFR!llernent MeasYres ta RellYEe 

Transit Qelay. The Improvements co1o119 be implementeEl to s1o1perseEle the requirement in Mitigatian 

MeasYre MC TR 4 to monitor cumulative transit travel times by preventively aEIElressing the sources of 

transit aelay. Analysis was cona1o1ctea in cooraination with the San ~rancisco Planning Deriartment ana 

the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) to iElentify possible infrastructure 

improvements that coulEl achieve transit travel time Elelay reEluctions in the project stuEly area. 

This memo is organized as follows: 

• Background 

• Analysis Approach 

• Findings 

• Recommended Improvements 

• Secondary Effects of Implementing lmprovementsof Improvements on Ocean /\venue 

FHBIAM&-BALBOA RESERVOIR_RTc_ TRANSIT DELAY ANALYSIS SUPPLEMENTARY MEMORANDUM_DRAF(_Lw_ TH_ Vl#'.DOCX 

Commented [wl]: Great job l The document provides 

substantial evidence for the revisions to mitigation measure M-C

TR-4. Monitoring Cumulative Transit Travel Times and Implement 

Measures to Reduce Transit Delay. Most of our edits and comments 
are editorial to clarify language and to shorten this memo up. 
Please reach out to Liz to clarify comments and edits. 

Few globals: 
-address the 43. 
-Liz attempted to delete 49 references, but double-check. 
-please avoid terms that may be misconstrued as CEQA impact 
determinations (e.g., substantial). 
-please use consistent terms as that used in the EIR and then if new 
terms here, use consistent terms throughout. 
- Instead of infrastructure, let's call them capital improvements. 
- Several parts of the analysis keep referring to cumulative delay. 
Please keep it as delay. Under +project conditions, our mark is 4 
minutes, under +cumulative conditions, our mark is 2 minutes. The 
point is that we are trying to erase the project's delay before it 
begins, cumulative and project conditions. 
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The DSEIR presented fill.analysis of transit delay under existing plus project conditions and under 2040 

cumulative conditions. The impacts were determined to be less than significant under existing plus 

project conditions and significant and unavoidable under 2040 cumulative conditions, with the 

proposed project contributing considerably. Disrnssion of cumLilative analysis appFOach is provided in 

"2Q4Q C1o1m1o1lative Conditions" starting on DHIR p. :Ul 39, and c1o1m1o1lative impasts analysis and findings 

are presented in "Impact CTR 4" starting on DSEIR p. 3.B 99 . 

The proposed project's contribution to delays along these lines could be cumulatively considerable 'Nith 

two or more min1o1tes of delay added. The project would make a considerable contribution1•2, defined as 

two or more minutes, to cumulative transit delay to the The Muni lines identified as potentially 

rnmLilatively impacted include the following: 

- K/T Third/Ingleside; 

• 29 Sunset; and the 43 Masonic Muni lines. 

• 43 Masonic; and 

• 49 Van Ness/Mission . 

T~@ ~re~es@d ~rej@et's ee~tri~·1tie~ te d@lays ale~g t~@£@ Ii~@£ ee·1ld ~@ rn1m~lati,,@ly eeRsid@ra~I@ 

wit~ t"'il ilF ~ilr@ ~i~·1t@a ilf !l@lay ail!l@!J The g series bLises also travel throLigh the area but'A'ere 

not found to 9e significantly impacted . 

This memo iaentifies and analyzes flOtential capital imflrovements that can lae proviaed to fLirther 

define the following component of Mitigatien Meas1ue M CTR 4: Meniter C11m11lative Transit Tra· .. el 

Times and lmf'llement Meas11res te Red11ee Transit Qelay (e>ccerfjtea 9elow from DSEIR p. 3.B 97 

throLigl'l 3.B lQQ): 

Mitigatien Meas11re MC TR 4: Meniter C11m11lative Transit Travel Times and lmf'llement 

Meas11res te Red11ee Transit Qelay. The project sponsor, under either project option, shall 

monitor ct1m1o1lative transit travel times for the identified ro1o1te segments of tl'le K/T 

Third/Ingleside, 29 Sunset, 43 Masonic, and 49 Van ~less/Mission lines to determine if a route 

1 The 8 ,Baysh_ore_and_ 8_BX Ba_vshore B Express _s_~ri_e_s_ ~-~ses series _buses_ also travel through the stu_dy area; _ 

however. as identified in the DSEIR. the proposed project would not considerably contribute to cumulative transit 

delay on th ese routes. Tb e 91 ThirdAfStreet/19,.'.",.Avenue Owl and K Owl also !_ravels through the corridor, but is 

an overnight only route and is tl'1erefore not included in the analysis. 

2 The Responses to Comments (RTC) document revised the draft SEIR analysis and Mitigation Measure M-C-TR-4, which 

incorrectly identified that the proposed project would have a considerable contribution to cumulative transit delay on 

the 49 Van Ness/Mission line. 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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does not meet its performance standard. If applicasle, the project sponsor shall implement 

feasisle meast1res (as developed in const1ltation 'Nith SFMT/\) to redt1ce transit delay and meet 

the transit travel time performance standard . 

ANALYSIS APPROACH 

This analysis consists of both quantitative and qualitative approaches to identify and analyze sources of 

transit delay and quantify how implementation of capital improvements would reduce transit travel 

times. This section describes the analysis condt1cted to identify capital improvements and provide an 

estimate of associated transit delay savings along Muni lines K/T Third/Ingleside, 29 Sunset, and 49 Van 

Ness/Mission. The 4~ Masonic was stt1died separately and is not addressed in this memo. Figure 1 

presents the i*DfeH-study area as it relates to these approaches . 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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The analysis approach compares transit travel times during the peak period and nighttime off-peak• - -{_F_o_r_m_a_tt_ed_:_N_o_rm_a_I ___________ ~ 

period . Transit travel times are typically slowest during the p.m. peak period, greatly influenced by 

vehicle congestion. Off-peak nighttime travel times represent the conditions in which transit vehicles 

do not experience the typical delays related to vehicle congestion in the p.m . peak period . As a result, 

the off-peak nighttime travel times are a comparison to the p.m. peak period travel times to calculate 

the differences between individual segments of delay within the study area, and to identify the delay 

sources for those segments. 

Identifying the specific locations, causes, and amount of delay along a transit route provide the ability 

to estimate delay reductions from improvements. In contrast, the data collected for the DSEIR analysis 

includes existing K/T travel times for the full segment along Ocean Avenue between Jules Avenue and 

Balboa Park BART, but not for points and subdivided segments along the corridor. 

The The-analysis was conducted for the routes along the following segments: 

• K/T Third/Ingleside_;; Jules Avenue/Ocean Avenue to Balboa Park Bfil'_A~R~Transit (BART); 

• K/T Third/Ingleside_;; San Jose Avenue/Geneva Avenue to Dorado Terr~Ocean Avenue; 

• 29 Sunset_;; Plymouth Avenue/Ocean Avenue to Mission St/Persia Avenue;~ 

- 29 Sunset_;; Mission St/Persia Avenue to Plymouth Avenue/Ocean Avenue; 

49 Van Ness/Mission, Frida Kah lo Way/CCS,F South Entrance to Mission St/Persia /\venue; and 

• 49 Van ~Jess/Mission, Mission St/Ocean /\•1enue to Frida Kah lo Way/CCS,F South Entrance. 

Ge~itel iffi~ I§ @ffi@l=ltfi §~I~ ~@ tBI g@t@~ t§ iffi ~I§ @ ti Bl=lfiit §~@I Bti§ 1=18 Bt B fi::@~ ~ § i1=1t Bl§ 1=1g B fi@F ie@ 

a@gffi@Rt (i@, 81=1 i1=1t@ra@etie1=1 81=1~ 9~~re9e~ ~ir@etie1=1), " ' it~ ~@1=1@fita 8BBFl;ji1=1g te t~@ a@gffi@1=1t'a tF8"@1 

~Field data collection was EOnducted to identifjg_Q__y-the following: 

• Sources of transit delay along the corridor {he,,location and descriptive cause); 

• Delay values associated with given locations and bus actions (corridor delay, transit reentry delay, 

or passenger boarding delay); and 

_•_Qualitative observations of conditions at potential improvement locations. 

- { Formatted: No bullets or numbering 

Based on the data and observations, caGapital improvements are then recommended to would 9e·- --- - {_F_o_rm_ att_e_d_:_N_o_rm_a_I ___________ ~ 
targeteEI to improve transit operations at a fixed point along a service segment (i.e .. an intersection and 

approach direction). with benefits accruing to the segment's travel time. 

fAnalysisApproach for43 Masonic ________________ --------------------------------------------------------------- --

The analysis for the 43 Masonic supplements the ~ynchro corridor analysis Wr_orn_ t~e [)SE_IR and_u_tilizes 

the traffic counts and future traffic volumes from the DSEIR to calculate delay to the llD_g_ 43 Masonic at 

the Ocean Avenue/Frida Kahlo Way/Geneva Avenue intersection. The delay associated with the 

inbound 43 Masonic (i.e., going towards Balboa Park BART station) primarily comes from the signal 

at Frida l<ahlo/Ocean Avenue. The de lay experienced at this intersection is primarily associated 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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with vehicle congestion. This is different than the delay on Ocean Avenue, which can be attributed 

to other factors, such as left or right turning vehic les. 

As a result, n.Jllo additional data collection was needed to calculate transit delay because thefl.i£ 

supplemental Synchro analysis allows the disaggregation of corridor travel time to identify the amount 

of delay attributable to the specific transit movement at the intersection versus along the segment as a 

whole . 

F.irtl:iermsre, tl:ie selay asssEiates i,11itl:i tl:ie iAbsoiAS 4~ MassAiE (i.e., gsiAg tswarss Balbsa Park 

BJ\RTstatisA) primarily rnmes frsm tl:ie sigAal at Frisa Kal:ils/OEeaA J\veAue. Tl:ie selay experieAEes 

at tl:iis iAterseEtisA is primarily asssdates witl:i vehiEle rnAgestisA. This is siffureAt tl'laA tl:ie selay 

SA OEeaA J\'leAue, wl'liEA Ea A be attributes ts stl:ier faEtsrs, suEA as left sr rigl:it turAiAg •,iel'liEles. 

Data Collection 

The field data collection occurred "vas EsnduEtea in two phases to achieve a disaggregate analysis of 

travel times and delays. The pP..mM. peak period data collection and observation yielded travel times 

along and through fixed segments of the transit routes, along with descriptions of operational events at 

each location . Tug__Qp..ffiM. peak period data collection was conducted from 5-7 p.m. on Tuesday, 

December 17, 2019; Wednesday, December 18, 2019; and Thursday, January 16, 2020. The off-peak 

travel time runs occurred were ESAsoiEted between 8 p.m. and 11:59 p.m. on Thursday, January 9, 

2020, and Thursday, January 23, 2020. 3-~T~_c; _ p_. _m_ ._ Eea1( _13eri_ss _dat_a·;.·ere: Es_m_13ared _ts sff pea_l( _travel _ -{~F_o_r_m_a_tt_ed_:_s_u_pe_r_sc_ri_pt __________ ~ 
time rwAs, wl'liEl'l 13rsvised travel times tl:irs.igl:i tl:ie same lsEatisAs d.iriAg sff 13eak ESAditisAs. /\ 

rnm13arissn gives the travel time delay 9etween 13eak ans sff peak rnnsitisns. 

~•/itl:isut disaggregating csrridsr travel time ts iElentify the speEifiE lsEatisns, Eauses, and amsunt sf 

sela~· al0Ag a traAsit rsi,ite, selay resi,iEtisA frsm im13rsvemeAts EaAAst ee estimates . I=sr exam13le, 

sata available frsm blSIOIR analysis iAEli,ise existing K/T travel times for tl:ie fi,ill segmeAt alsAg OEeaA 

/\ventie 9etween Jules /\veni,ie ans Balasa Park B,'\RT btit nst for paints ans subdivises segments alsng 

tl:ie ESFFissr. 

3 City College was in regular session during all p.m. peak period data collection (December 17, December 18, January 

16). City College was in regular session during January 23, 2020, off-peak (8-11 p.m.) data collection but not during 

January 9 off-peak data collection. As explained, off-peak travel time runs were compared to historical data to check 

that they were representative. 

4 Field data were collected during typical conditions (i.e .• no events, disruptions, or inclement weather). + - -- -- - { Formatted: Normal 
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Travel time data were collected and qualitative observations recorded-_a61riAg the 13.m. 13eal113erisa (3 7 

~at the following locations ~rom a fixed vantage point15_: __ 

• Ocean Avenue and Brighton Avenue (eastbound and westbound); 

• Ocean Avenue and Plymouth Avenue (eastbound and westbound); and 

• Ocean Avenue and Frida Kah lo Avenue (eastbound and westbound). 

TAe ssservatisAs yielEleEI the follswiAg: 

[Bases sA ElisrnssisAs with SFMT/I,, these are lm:atisAs ·o1i·here imprsvemeAts were iaeAtifieEI ts se 

feas i b I e. Fie 18] _~a_t~ - ·~v(!_r_e -Cl) l_I e_c~e_EI _ El_u ~i ~g_ yp_i c__~I __ CC?A_ El jt~S_ll~ _ ( i_._E! '! -!l_C? _ C?~e_A~5! -~ i ~F_61p_tjs_ A~, -s_r _i_A cl ern_en_t -

weather). 

The relevant travel time for apprsaching b615 sr light rail vehicles frsm the previsus intersectisA . These 

travel times were then averages ans csm13areEI ts !baseline travel times [(see_ne)(t sec_ti()n) t() sbtain __ 

average travel time aelay asssciatea with a lscatisA. 

• Q61alitative Elescri13tisAs sf what caA se saia te accmmtfor travel time Elelay. Exam13les iAcl61Ele: 

o INaitiAg behiAEI a left t61FAiAg vehicle; 

o Waiting behinEI a right turning vehicle; 

o Que61e s13illsack (frsm iAtersectisA aheaEI); 

c GeAeral traffic csngestisn; 

o Steppes at a res light; 

s BsarEliAg/alightiAg Elelay; aAEl/sr 

0 Steppes frsm cress traffic blscl1ing the bm<. 

Commented [EW6]: I have the following questions on this 

section: 

•With the exception of the days, aren't the methods for 
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•How many observations comprise the p.m. peak period v. the 
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At each intersection, both segment travel time and node travel time were the folls•NiAg variables were•---- - {~F_o_r_m_a_tt_e_d_: N_o_r_m_a_I ____________ _ 

calculated . both of which are defined below. 

• Segment travel time is defined as 7-!The time required for the transit vehicle to travel from the•---- - {~F_o_r_m_a_tt_e_d_: N_o_r_m_a_I ____________ _ 

previous intersection to the subject intersection. The recorded time began when the front of the 

vehicle cleared the previous intersection and ended when the vehicle either came ts a sts13 wheA : 

o The vehicle stopped at a red light; _Q_[ 

o The front of the vehicle entered the intersection during a green light; or 

o The vehicle was within a car length of the back of a queue at the intersection. 

5 These data collection locations were identified in coordination with the SFMTA. 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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.Node travel time is defined asi!+he time required for the transit vehicle to pass throu~h an 

intersection. 

• -The recorded time began when: 

o The vehicle stopped at a red light;_QI 

o The front of the vehicle entered the intersection during a green light; or 

£...JThe vehicle was within a car length of the back of a queue at the intersectionl _________________________ _ 

o The recorded time ended when the front of the transit vehicle cleared the intersection. 

pff-Peak Travel Nighttime Time Runs] 

In order to rnmpare the p.m . peak period travel times at and through the locations listed above, off 

peak travel time runs ·.vere also rnnducted to establish baseline disaggregate transit travel times. +hese 

baseline travel times were then rnmpared to p.m. peak travel times to establish delay at locations 

along tl'le corridor. 

The off peal( travel time runs ·.vere conducted bet~veen g p.m. and 11:59 p.m. ~ield data •.vere rnllected 

during typical rnnditions (i .e., no events, disruptions, or inclement weather) . Kittelson conducted 

fourRepeated observations of the studied segments and were rnnducted, and the average rnrridor 

travel times ·.vere compared these average corridor travel times to SFMTA historical travel times . The 

comparison of the observed data to the historical travel times served as a cross-check to fa-ensure that 

the observations appropriately represented 'A'ere representative for the studied segments.6 ~hese 
segments included:l ___ _ 

• K/T Third/Ingleside 

o Eastbound, Ocean Avenue/Miramar Avenue to Balboa Park BART 

o Westbound, Balboa Park BART to Ocean Avenue/Miramar Avenue 

• 29 Sunset 

o Eastbound, Plymouth Avenue/Ocean Avenue to Ocean Avenue/Howth Street 

o Westbound, Ocean Avenue/1-280 on ramp to Plymouth Avenue/ Ocean Avenue 

• 49 Van Ness/Mission 

• \Alestboblnd, Ocean l\venble/I 2gg on ramp to City College +erminal 

6 .The_S F M_TA_ rna i ntai ns_ an_ int ern_al_ d_a_t_a base_ o_f_ his to rica I travel times; tho_se data points a re_ Ii mited to historical tr ave I 

time between stops. SFMTA provided historical weeknight travel times as a point of reference. The SFMTA data 

provided includes median and goth percentile historical travel times between stops. The average off-peak travel time 

runs for the selected segments were compared against the median historical travel times to ensure they were 

representative. 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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Hlis aAalysis is iAteAses ts iseAtify selay seurEes aAs ~uaAtify flSteAtial EuFAulative EeAsitieAs selay 

saviAgs 13ases eA iAfrastruEture selutieAs. As eJ<fllaiAes iA "IFAflaEt CTR 4" startiAg eA QHIR fl. ~.8 913, 

the rnmulative rnAsitieAs are uAEertaiA aAs are estimates rnAservatively iA the QSE:IR aAalysis. This 

aAalysis ESFAflares fl.FA. fleak fleries ESAsitieAs (3 7 fl.FA.) ts eff fleak AighttiFAe ESAsitieAs (g fl.FA. 12 

a.m.) ts ~uaAtify eJ<istiAg le•1els sf selay aAs flSteAtial future selay saviAgs freFA Ea fl ital iFAflreveFAeAts. 

The rnmflariseA 13etweeA fleak aAs eff fleak fleriess is suita131e ts estiFAate rnFAulative selay for the 

follewiRg reaseAs: 

• IAGr11ased 11ehii;le traffii;· The sifferenEe in fl .FA. fleak fleries ans eff fleak nighttiFAe censitiens is 

eJ<fllaines 13y iAEreases vehiEle traffiE levels in the fl .FA. fleak fleries ans thus slewer SfleratiRg 

srieess, FAere rnnfliEting turning FAeveFAeAts, mere riesestrian activity ans a higher level sf 

ESAgestieA . ~he Aature sf EUFAulative analysis is aA assUFAfltieA sf traffiE •1eluFAe grewth in fl.FA. 

fleak fleries rnFA flares ts eJEistiAg rnnsitieAs. ~eEause iAEreases level sf vehiEle traffiE aEEeunts for 

the siffereAce iA beth Eases, the ESFAflarisen is aflt ans the selay finsings are translata131e. 

• ExpllAl!Atial Aat1ne llf delay: TraffiE selay is Ast linear 13ut rnmfleunsing in natblre. In rnngestes 

rnnsitiens, every assitienal vehiEle asss e>ctra selay ts any ether vehiEles behins that assitienal 

vehiEle. Therefore, EUFAulative rnnsitiens selay in the fl.FA . fleak rieries relative ts existing 

rnnsitiens weuls 13e eJcfleEtes ts 13e greater than the el3serves sifferenEe in eJcisting eff fleal1 a Rs 

fl .FA. rieak fleries rnAsitiens (i.e., assiAg veh iEles ts a higher 13aseline level sf traffiE) . The sifferenEe 

in travel tiFAe selays netes in fiels sata lil(ely unserestiFAates the EUFAulative selay sifferenEe. 

FINDINGS 

The selay ans el3servatieRal finsings are flreseAtes 13elew fer the three el3serves leEatiens: 

OECan Avenue/Brighten Avenue, eastbmrns ans 'NestbelJAs; 

• 0Eean Avenue/Plymeuth Avenue, westbeuns; ans 

• 0Eean Avenue/J:risa Kahle 'A'ay, east13euns ans westl3euns. 

Ocean Avenue/Brighton Avenue 

Eastbound 

Table 1 provides average observed travel times at Ocean and Brighton avenues in the eastbound 

direction for the K/T Third/Ingleside and the 29 Sunset. 

Table l:Transit Travel Time Delays Eastbound at Ocean Avenue/Brighton Avenue 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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K/T Third/Ingleside 

Link travel time: 
Plymouth to Brighton 

[Node ~ ravel time: 
through Brighton 

29 Sunset 

Link travel time: 
Plymouth to Brighton 

Node travel time: 
through Brighton 

Source: Kittelson, 2020. 
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16 

M.+Ae--most_ substantial differences in delay at this location were associated with the intersection 

rather than the approaching segmentnode: an average of 26 and 16 seconds for the K/T Third/Ingleside 

and 29 Sunset, respectively . The following observations provide context for peak period travel times_E! 

this location in the eastbound direction: 

• The segment/link travel times were relatively similar between peak and off-peak periods, indicating 

1t h at delay is mostly associated with the intersection [rather than propa~atind1ueu~s 1that slo\Af the __ 

corridor down . 

• The K/T travels in the center-running track lane and is th bis more sensitive tosometimes delayed 

associates ·.vith.Qy left-turning vehicles. The J.i.Re.-train was frequently observed to be stuck behind 

left-turning vehicles, at times resulting in missing a green light and incurring additional delay from 

the red signal. 

• The K/T routinely stopped at red lights in the p.m. peak period. In the off-peak period, the line Gi€I 
was not observed to oot-experience any travel time delay due to red lights. 

• The 29 has the flexibility to operates in either lane and was generally observed in the faf..right travel 

lane and does not wait directly behind left-turning vehicles (it must be in the right lane traveling 

through the intersection to be aligned to serve the next passenger stop). However, one observation 

noted that Etblebleing~ from a left-turning vehicle affected both lanes and contributed to 

delay for the 29. 

• The 29 was frequently stopped at red lights during the peak period. 

• With the center-running track lane serving left-turning vehicles, the rightmest lane serves the 29, a 

majority of through vehicles, and right-turning vehicles. Drivers turning right must yield to 

pedestrian movements at the parallel crosswalk, delaying through vehicles behind right-turning 

vehicles. 

In the eastbound direction, a substantial portion of the delay to the K/T Line and a portion of the delay 

to the 29 can be attributed to left-turning vehicle delay. This, includ~if\g frequently waiting behind left

turning vehicles searching for a gap in oncoming traffic. [In the westbound Elirection, observations EliEI 

not incluEle transit vehicles waiting behinEI left te1rning vehicles, be1t Elelay from waiting at a reEI light 

was stibsta ntia 1.[ ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _, 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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Table 2 provides average observed travel times a-t-Q!l_Ocean Avenue approaching and through arul

Brighton ~Avenue in the westbound direction for the K/T Third/Ingleside and the 29 Sunset. 

Table 2:Transit Travel Time Delays Westbound at Ocean Avenue/Brighton Avenue 

Off-Peak ~ 
Average Travel Time Peak Average Travel Oelay--{Difference in 

Route/Location (seconds) Time (seconds) seconds} 

K/T Third/Ingleside 

Link travel time: Lee to 
Brighton 8 14 6 

Node travel time: 
through Brighton 3 40 37 

29 Sunset 

Link travel time: Lee to 
Brighton 8 17 9 

Node travel time: 
through Brighton 2 25 23 

Source: Kittelson, 2020. 

M.+fle-most substantial differences in delay were associated with the intersection rather than the 

approaching segmentnode: an average of 37 and 23 seconds for the K/T Third/Ingleside and 29 Sunset, 

respectively. The following observations provide context for the peak period t ravel times at this 

location in the westbound direction : 

• The segment travel times almost doubled for the K/T and ffiG-doubleQ. for the 29 but represent 

small portion of each line's travel time compared to the time through the intersection . The 

differences €!&indicate that p.m . peak period congestion levels affect operating speed through the 

corridor in the westbound direction. 

• The K/T travels in the center-running track lane and is thus more sensitive tosometimes delayed 

associated 'A'ithQ.y left-turning vehicles. The train was not observed to be stuck behind left-turning 

vehicles such that the train would miss a green light and incur additional delay from the red 

~The K/T 'A'as not observed to miss any green lights indications and 'A'ait for an e>ctra signal 

cvcle from waiting behind left turning vehicles, as was observed in the eastbound direction. 

However, left turns do contribute to approach delay in this direction, and the K/T was frequently 

observed to experience delay at red lights in this direction. The pll.ID.M. peak hour turning 

movement counts collected for the project show 122 left-turning vehicles in the p.m. peak hour 

(see Appendix A);_,...afltl-observations indicate that most left-turning drivers must wait until the end 

of the permissive green phase to turn left. 

• The 29 operates in the fa.f-right travel lane and does not wait directly behind left-turning vehicles . 

The left-turning delay has less direct influence on 29 operations. 

• The 29 was frequently stopped at red lights during the peak period. 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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• With the center-running track lane serving left-turning vehicles, the rightff1-B5t lane serves the 29,a 
ffiajsrity sf ti'lrs1o1gi'l vei'liEles, and right-turning vehicles, as well as observed to serve the majority of 

through vehicles . Drivers turning right must yield to pedestrian movements at the parallel 

crosswalk, potentially delaying through vehicles behind right-turning vehicles. 

[ocean Avenue/Brighton Avenue Finding~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
ln the eastbound direction and westbound directions in the p.m. peak period, left-turning vehicles 

share the center-running track lane with the K/T, which must wait for vehicles to turn and clear the 

intersection to proceed straight. To travel through the intersection in the p.m. peak hour, the K/T 

experiences 26 seconds of travel time delay in the eastbound direction and 37 seconds of travel time 

delay in the westbound direction compared to off-peak conditions. In both directions, the left turns are 

served by permissive phasing, requiring drivers to yield to oncoming traffic and to pedestrians crossing 

to their left. As a result, these drivers typically wait through the green phase and turn at the end of the 

phase. 

The 29 does not share the track lane and is less sensitive ts the prepagatisn sfdelayed by left-turning 

~vehicles . However, with the center-running track lane effectively serving one or two vehicles per 

green phase, the ~right lane in each direction serves the majority of the vehicles {--9e#\-the 29~, 

the majority of through vehicles, and right-turning vehicles yielding to crossing pedestrians} . The 29 

experiences an average of 16 seconds of travel time delay in the eastbound direction and 23 seconds of 

travel time~ 

To travel through the intersection in the p.m. peak hour, the 29 experiences 16 seconds of travel time 

delay in the eastbound direction and 23 seconds of travel time delay in the westbound direction 

compared to off-peak nighttime conditions. In the westbound directionL the 29 also experiences nine 

seconds of travel time between Lee and Brighton avenues, doubling its off-peak travel time . 

Ocean Avenue/Plymouth Avenue 

Eastbound 

Table 3 provides average observed travel times at Ocean and Plymouth avenues in the eastbound 

direction for the K/T Third/Ingleside. 

Table 3:Transit Travel Time Delays Eastbound at Ocean Avenue/Plymouth Avenue 

Off-Peak ~ 
Average Travel Time Peak Average Travel Qel.ay--{Difference in 

Location (seconds) Time (seconds) seconds) 

Link travel time: 16 ; 1 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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14 

Granada Avenue and 

Plymouth Avenue, not from Miramar . Comparison would not be commensurate .[ _____________ _ _ 

Source: Kittelson, 2020. 

The average p.m. peak hour travel time delay through the intersection was 14 seconds compared to 

off-peak nighttime conditions. The following observations provide context for peak period travel times: 

• The K/T was observed to sit at a red light in almost all p.m. peak hour observations, including as a 

result of waiting behind a left-turning vehicle and subsequently missing a green phase. Like at the 

Brighton location, the K/T travels in the center-running track lane and is seAsitive tesometimes 

delayed asseciated ·.vith.Q.y left-turning vehicles. 

• The 29 turns right from Plymouth Avenue onto Ocean Avenue at this intersection and does not 

travel eastbound through the intersection. 

Westbound 

Table 4 provides average observed travel times at Ocean and Plymouth avenues in the westbound 

direction for the K/T Third/Ingleside and the 29 Sunset. 

Table 4:Transit Travel Time Delays Westbound at Ocean Avenue/Plymouth Avenue 

K/T Third/Ingleside 

Link travel time: 
Brighton to Plymouth 7 11 4 

Node travel time: 
through Plymouth 4 29 25 

29 Sunset 

Link travel time: 
Brighton to Plymouth 5 9 4 

Node travel time: 
through Plymouth 3 33 30 

Source: Kittelson, 2020. 

The average p.m. peak hour travel time delay through the intersection was 14 seconds compared to 

off-peak nighttime conditions. The following observations provide context for peak period travel times: 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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• The travel time difference in segment/link travel times for each line was not susstantial, 

indicat~iflg that the signifiEant sources of delay are at the intersection rather than due to overall 

travel speeds on the segment. 

• The K/T was observed to sit at a red light in most all p.m. peak hour observations, including as a 

result of waiting behind a left-turning vehicle and subsequently missing a green phase on multiple 

occasions. The average delay experienced is largely a result of delay behind left-turning vehicles 

and subsequent red-light delay. Although the p.m. peak hour average among observations is 30 

seconds, the maximum observed node travel time was 57 seconds, indicating wide variability. Like 

at the Brighton location, the K/T travels in the center-running track lane and is £efl5ffive 

ffisometimes delayed assoEiateEI witi:l.Q.y left-turning vehicles. 

• The 29 turns left onto Plymouth Avenue at this intersection, so it is subject to the same operational 

delay and issues as the K/T. During the p.m. peak hour, the 29 was observed to miss its green phase 

multiple times, with a maximum node travel time of 99 seconds resulting from waiting for left

turning drivers (sitting through two red phases). 

Ocean Avenue/Plymouth Avenue Findings 

In the eastbound direction and westbound directions in the p.m. peak period, left-turning vehicles 

share the center-running track lane with the K/T, which must wait for vehicles to turn and clear the 

intersection to proceed straight. To travel through the intersection in the p.m . peak hour, the K/T 

experiences 14 seconds of travel time delay in the eastbound direction and 25 seconds of travel time 

delay in the westbound direction compared to off-peak conditions. In both directions, the left turns are 

served by permissive phasing, requiring drivers to yield to oncoming traffic and to pedestrians crossing 

to their left. As a result, these drivers typically wait through the green phase and turn at the end of the 

phase. 

In the eastbound direction the 29 does not travel through the intersection on Ocean Avenue. In the 

westbound direction the 29 turns left from the center-running track lane and is sensitive to 

#lesometimes delayed by propagation of _left-turning €1elayvehicles . The 29 was observed to miss green 

phases on multiple occasions due to waiting behind left-turning vehicles, including missing two green 

phases on one occasion. To travel westbound through the intersection in the p.m. peak hour, the 29 

experiences an average of 30 seconds of travel time delay compared to during off-peak conditions. 

Ocean Avenue and Geneva Avenue/Frida Kah lo Way 

Eastbound 

Table 5 provides average observed travel times in the eastbound direction for the K/T Third/Ingleside 

and the 29 Sunset. 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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Table 5: Transit Travel Time Delays Eastbound at Ocean Avenue/Frida Kahle Way/Geneva Avenue 

Location 

K/T Third/Ingleside 

Link travel time: Lee to 
Frida Kahlo 

Node travel time: 
through Frida Kahlo* 

29 Sunset 

Link travel time: Lee to 
Frida Kahlo 

Node travel time: 
through Frida Kahlo 

*Includes dwell time 

Source: Kittelson, 2020. 

Off-Peak _[\.lj~ 
Average Travel Time 
(seconds) 

19 

39 

10 

57 

Peak Average Travel Difference in 
Time (seconds) seconds 

18 -

53 14 

15 5 

54 -

As Table 5 provides, the p.m. peak period travel time delays were not substantial based on the 

observations and data collection. The following observations provide context for travel times: 

• During peak and off-peak periods, the K/t 

• The 29 includes a near side bus stop between Harold and GenevE_e avenues. Following this stopL the 

bus driver must reenter the traffic stream to continue along Ocean Avenue. A combination of red 

lights, associated re-entry delay (with a green or red indication), and slow operating speeds through 

the intersection resulted in similar peak hour and off-peak average travel times for the 29. 

Observed p.m. peak hour node travel times were widely variable, ranging from 21 seconds to 82 

seconds. 

• ~he K/T line shares a travel lane with left-turning vehicles. The intersection provides a protected 

left-turn phase, so left-turning drivers do not share a conflicting phase with crossing pedestrians 

and do not need to yield to oncoming traffic. However, the K/T may still wait behind a vehicle left

turning vehicle if the adjacent through traffic has a green indication but the protected left-turn 

phase has a red indication .[ _____________________________________________________________________________________ _____ __ __ -

Westbound 

Table 6 provides average observed travel times in the eastl:Jobln9 westbound direction for the K/T 

Third/Ingleside and, the 29 Sunset, an9 the 49 Van ~Jess/Mission . 

Table 6: Transit Travel Time Delays Westbound at Ocean Avenue/Frida Kahle Way/Geneva Avenue 

Off-Peak~ 

Average Travel Time Peak Average Travel Difference in 

Location (seconds) Time (seconds) seconds 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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K/T Third/Ingleside 

Link travel time: Howth 
to Frida Kahlo 

Node travel time: 
through Frida Kahlo 

29 Sunset 

Link travel time: Howth 
to Frida Kahlo 

Node travel time: 
through Frida Kahlo 

4g VaA ~less,IMissieA 

biAI~ tFavel tiFAe: "'1ml.'th 
ta FFiaa Kahle 

~Iese tFavel tiFAe: 
tfirnLigh FFisa Kahle 

Source: Kittelson, 2020. 

12 

11 

15 

8 

±4 

±+ 

The following observations provide context for travel times: 

17 ._ 

49 

20 

66 

~ 

4l:l 
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5 

38 

5 

58 

~ 

~ 

• In the p.m. peak hour, the K/T experienced an average of 38 seconds of travel time delay compared 

to off-peak conditions. This delay was mostly a result of red-light delay and of qLietleingqueuing 

once the K/T left the separated track lane to the east of the intersection. No left turns are allowed 

from the center-running track lane, so the K/Twas not observed to be waiting behind turning 

vehicles. Rather, the limited green time and the qLieLieingqueuing present contributed to higher 

p.m. peak hour travel times. 

• The 29 afl€l.-49.-experienced 58 ~seconds of relative delay to travel through the intersection in 

p.m. peak hour conditions compared to in off-peak conditions. Observations noted that the 29 betR 

lines were frequently queued in advance of the intersection, in some cases back to Howth Street. 

As a result of queueing, ffiafllf-buses missed green signal phases and waitEDiflg for an [extra signal 

cycle l_ _______________________________________________________________________________ __ _ 

• Ilffil:A-the 29 was aAs 49 were observed to use the center-running track lane to bypass 

qLieLieingqueuing on at least one occasion. These instanEes res61ltes in lewer travel tiFAes. 

• Beth the 29 ans 49 '.NeFe ebseFves ta use the EenteF rnnning tFaEk lane ta bypass queueing~ 

en at least ene eEEasien . These instanEes Fesultes in lm.veF tFavel tiFAes . 

• ~his intersection serves multiple approaches with higher volumes than the Brighton and Plymouth 

intersections. Much of the delay recorded was observed to be a result of q61e61eing~, likely as 

a result of the allocation of green time to competing intersection approaches .I__ _________________________ _ 

Ocean Avenue/Frida Kahlo Way/Geneva Avenue Findings 

In the eastbound direction, the [K/T ~ nduthe ~9 \N~re :n:et:-o bserv~d to exrierience s61bstantial less than 

15 seconds of p.m. peak hour delay compared to off-peak conditions. In the westbound direction, the 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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K/T, and the 29_,--a-rul-49-experience substantial delay in traveling through the intersection-38~,-58__, 

~seconds, respectively. l1=1o·Never, the signal rnrrently includes a protected eastbound left tlJrn 

phases, prohibits westbmmd left t1cJrns, and proviEles a separated track lane for westbo1cJnd K/Tvehicles . [ 

The delays were observed to be a result of queueing and competing demands at the intersection. 

Combined Delay 

Table 7 provides the recorded travel time delays presented above by line, direction, and location. 

Table 7: P.M. Peak Hour Transit Travel Time Delays by Line 

Location Eastbound Westbound 

K/T Third/Ingleside 

Node travel time: through 

Plymouth Avenue 14 25 

Node travel time: through 
Brighton Avenue 26 37 

Node travel time: through Frida 
Kah lo Way 14 38 

Total Combined Delay 54 100 

29 Sunset 

Link Travel Time: Lee to 
Brighton n/a 9 

Node travel time: through 
Brighton Avenue 16 23 

Node travel time: through 
Plymouth - 30 

Node travel time: through Frida 
Kah lo Way - 58 

Total Combined Delay 16 120 

49 Van ~Jess/Mission 

bin I~ tra•.<el tiFAe: l=lowth to ~ri1fa 

Kah lo Way - ±4 

Node travel tiFAe: throicJgh Frida 
Kah lo lAlay. - ~ 

:i:etal Gembined Qela'J' - ~ 

Source: Kittelson, 2020. 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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The following improvements are recommended to reduce transit travel times in the study area and are 

displayed in A Atlmser sf prspsses imprsvemeAtS Aa'/e seeA agrees tlpSA eases SA tl:ie sata ESlleEtiSA 

ans sbservatisns, ans in ESnstiltatisn with SFMTA. Figure 2 prsvises an svervie'A' sf the prspsses 

mitigatisns, 'NhiEh are sisrnsses in the st1bseqt1ent seEtisns . These proposed improvements require 

approval by the SFMTA and subject to review by relevant rail oversight authorities . 

• Providing a protected green arrow/permissive signal phase for westbound left turns at Ocean 

Avenue/Brighton Avenue; 

• Prohibit eastbound left turns at Ocean Avenue/Brighton Avenue; 

• Providing a protected green arrow/permissive signal phase for westbound left turns at Ocean 

Avenue/Plymouth Avenue; and 

_•_Prohibit eastbound left turns at Ocean Avenue/Plymouth Avenue. 

• Construct a bus boarding island on southbound Frida Kah lo . 

Figure 2: Recommended Improvements to Reduce Transit Travel TimesPrepesed MitigatieA5 

Source: Google Earth 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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At Ocean and Brighton avenues, prohibiting eastbound left turns would provide dual benefit to transit 

operations. It would eliminate transit delay for the K/T associated with waiting behind left-turning 

vehicles, which was observed to be considerable and to result in missing green phases. ~ left turn 

prohibition would also provide more through volume capacity and would give through drivers the 

ability to choose a lane rather than to proceed in the rightme5t lane. ~_his _w_oljl_d _b~nefitth_e_2~ _as \J\/ell, _ _ 

whose drivers would either travel in a rightme5t lane with fewer vehicles or could also use the leftme5t 

lane to travel through the intersection if right-turning vehicles are yielding to crossing pedestrians. 

Implementing this improvement would improve reliability for the K/T and 29 and could reduce p.m. 

peak hour travel time delay compared to off-peak travel times by up to ~6 and 16 seconds~-- ----· 
respectively. 

Westbound: Provide Protected/Permissive left Turn Phasing 

At Ocean and Brighton avenues, providing a protected green arrow/permissive left turn phase would 

allow left-turning vehicles a dedicated portion of the signal phase and would reduce delay for the K/T 

associated with waiting behind those left-turning vehicles. This improvement would improve reliability 

for the K/T and could reduce delay by up to 37 seconds . 

Ocean Avenue/Plymouth Avenue 

Eastbound: Prohibit left Turns 

At Ocean and Plymouth avenues, prohibiting eastbound left turns would provide dual benefit to transit 

operations . It would eliminate transit delay for the K/T associated with waiting behind left-turning 

vehicles, which was observed to be consiEierable anEI to result in missing green phases. A left turn 

prohibition would also provide more through volume capacity and would give through drivers the 

ability to choose a lane rather than to proceed in the rightme5t lane. This improvement would improve 

reliability for both lines and could reduce delay for the K/T by up to l14 ~e_cc:m_d~_. ________________ ______________ . 

Westbound: Provide Protected/Permissive left Turn Phasing 

At Ocean and Brighton avenues, providing a protected/permissive left turn phase would allow left

turning vehicles a dedicated portion of the signal phase and would reduce delay for the K/T associated 

with waiting behind those left-turning vehicles. This improvement would improve reliability for the K/T. 

This benefit would also accrue to the 29, which turns left at the intersection and is subject to the same 

travel delays. This improvement would improve reliability for both lines and could reduce delay for the 

K/T by up to 25 seconds and for the 29 by up to 30 seconds. 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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Feasible capital improvement recommendations to improve transit operations were not identified. 

Improvements that privilege operations along Ocean Avenue (e.g ., more green time for Ocean Avenue 

approaches) would bring disbenefit to the 43 and 49 lines traveling along Frida Kah lo Way at the same 

intersection. Constrained right-of-way limits quick-build improvement options, as well. 

Conclusion 

The recommended improvements further refine the capital measures identified as part of Project 

Mitigation Measure M-C-TR-4: Monitor Cumulative Transit Travel Times and Implement Measures to 

Reduce Transit Delay. 

Secondary Effects of Implementing Improvements OR OceaR /\veRue 

The following describes the secondary construction and operational effects of implementing the+--- -- {~F_o_r_m_a_tt_ed_:_N_o_rm_a_I ___________ ~ 

improvements identified above. 

Construction 

,[Jescribe in one paragraph __ 

General Effect to Vehicle Traffic 

The reliability and delay reduction benefits described for transit vehicles along Ocean Avenue as a 

result of the proposed changes would also accrue to general traffic along Ocean Avenue. Anticipated 

effects are discussed below: 

• For westbound left-turning drivers at Plymouth and Brighton avenues, a protected/permissive 

phase provides dedicated time to make the left turn~ ~separated fromffi oncoming 

traffic or pedestrians. It would also provide a safety benefit with the provision of the protected 

movement. 

• The westbound protected left-turn phase would occupy a share of green time and would result in a 

decrease in green time of a few seconds to other phases, likely the siee street apf)roaGhes. 

• For eastbound through drivers along Ocean Avenue, the prohibition of left turns at Plymouth and 

Brighton avenues would improve travel times and reliability, eliminating instances of delay from 

waiting behind a left-turning vehicle. 

Effects on left-turning drivers at Plymouth or Brighton avenues are discussed in the Circulation section 

below. 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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The Ocean Avenue/Plymouth Avenue intersection serves many a considerable number of pedestrians in 

the p.m. peak hour. These pedestrians share a signal phase with the parallel Ocean Avenue 

movements, including through, the right-turniflg, and left-turniflg movementsdrivers along Ocean 

AveA-He. The shared vehicle turning movements and pedestrian crossings create a conflicts between 

road users and contributes travel time delay for turning drivers yielding to pedestrians. The two 

intersections with recommended improvements serve the following number of pedestrians (refer to 

Tables 3.B 3 and 3.B 4 on DSE::IR p. 3.B 12 and 3.B 13) : 

• Ocean Avenue/Brighton Avenue: 442 pedestrians across north leg, 278 pedestrians across south 

leg in the weekday p.m . peak hour {5-7 p.m .; see Appendix A) 

• Ocean Avenue/Plymouth Avenue: 349 pedestrians across north leg, 152 pedestrians across south 

leg in the weekday p.m. peak hour {5-7 p.m.; see Appendix A) 

For pedestrians crossing the north legs of these intersections, conflicting left-turning vehicles would be 

eliminated . For pedestrians crossing the south legs of these intersections, conflicts with left-turning 

drivers would be reduced separated into different signal phases . Separating the left-turning conflicts 

provides a safety benefit to pedestrians crossing Plymouth and Brighton avenues . 

General Effect on Circulation 

The identified improvements will have the following anticipated effect on circulation within the study 

area: 

• The prohibition of eastbound left turns at Ocean and Plymouth avenues. Prohibiting this 

movement will redistribute the 11 left-turning drivers currently making this movement in the p.m. 

peak hour. These drivers would have the following a-few-options (see Figure 2): 

• Turn left at Faxon, Miramar, or Granada avenues in advance of the Plymouth Avenue 

intersection; or 

• Turn right at Granada Avenue, left to Holloway Avenue, and then left at Plymouth Avenue, left 

at Ocean Avenue, and right at Plymouth Avenue, adding approximately 1,700 feet of diversion 

to their trip. 

• The prohibition of eastbound left turns at Ocean and Brighton avenues. Prohibiting this 

movement will redistribute the 39 left-turning drivers currently making this movement in the p.m. 

peak hour. These drivers would have the following a-few-options (see Figure 2): 

• Turn right at Plymouth, Granada, or Miramar avenues, left at Brighton Avenue, and through at 

Ocean Avenue, adding approximately 1,700 feet of diversion to their trip . Transit travel time 

and reliability benefits accrue to general traffic. 

Note that Brighton Avenue provides vehicular access to the Whole Foods parking deck and to 

Avalon Ocean Avenue residential parking. 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 
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[Both prohibitions would redistribute these left-turning trips and increase the traffic on the relevant 

local streets by an amount commensurate to the existing eastbound left-turn volumes.[ __ 

Statbls of Mitigation Measblres 

Sui:Jject to SFMT/\ approval, these mitigation measures are recommended. 

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. San Francisco, California 

Commented [HT31]: Are we saying something more about 
impacts to side streets, even in a qualitative point of view. 

LWhite: Kittelson, let's discuss this comment with Tony 

Commented [w32R31]: Yes, please provide more here- what 
that means to transit and safety in particular. It can be a short 
summary. 
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~PPENDIX B: PEAK HOUR DATA COLLECTION[ Commented [EW33]: Please remove the 22188 from the top of 
the sheets. 

Commented [w34R33]: It would be helpful if appendix Band 

C looked the same formattoo, but don't prioritize this if 
challenging. 



!APPENDIX C: OFF-PEAK (NIGHTIIME) DATA COLLECTION! Commented [EW35]: Appendix C should remove references to 

the historical travel times. Those are included in Appendix D and it's 

contusing to introduce them and make a comparison in Appendix C 

when they haven't been included yet. 
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